Current views on Cultural Diversity in Organizations: An interdisciplinary symposium

11 February 2015
13:00 – 17:30
Room TZ 002 (Tias Building)

Program

13:00 – 13:30  Arrival, reception

13:30 – 14:15  Fons van de Vijver & Leon Jackson (Tilburg University / North West University, Potchefstroom)
               A dual model of diversity: Applications in South Africa

14:15 – 15:00  Jef Van der Aa & Jan Blommaert (Tilburg University)
               Introducing new academic paradigms in welfare work: The case of superdiversity

15:00 – 15:45  Claudia Toma (Tilburg University)
               Making use of the difference: The joint effect of diversity and goals in group decision-making

15:45 – 16:30  Julia Becker (University of Osnabrueck)
               Gender cultures: Sexism at the workplace

16:30 – 17:15  Regina Kempen & Karsten Müller (University of Osnabrueck)
               System based perspectives on organizational culture and its implications for diversity

17:15 – 18:00  Farewell drinks